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Student Leaders Meet at Burton to Talk of Plans

"It is easier to see and study our campus problems when we are away from the campus. It enables us to get a better perspective," Harriet Hudson, president of College Government, told the members of the retreat group at the opening meeting.

The annual fall retreat, held for the above purpose, by members of the YWCA cabinet, Sophomore Commission, Freshman Sponsors, Recreation Board, Upper Court, and Student Council at Lake Burton, began Sunday, Sept. 17 and ended the following Wednesday. These campus leaders retrenched to discuss campus problems through the group thinking to correlate their ideas and arrive at some solution.

Upon arrival, via the county school bus, and immediately after supper a vespers service was held. These services were held every night under Grace Bryant's direction and were centered around such subjects as rape prevention, kindness, and the larger life. Later, Harriet Hudson, gave the purpose of retreat, which was followed by an explanation of the purposes and function of the three major organizations, given by the presidents of each, Marjorie Volloch, Don Poonooh, and Harriet Hudson. Marion Bennett, acting in the absence of Betty Adams, gave Betty's contribution of camp needs and advantages and criteria of past programs of the associations in relation to this camp analysis. This was followed by a group discussion, during which it was decided that more and better publicity should be given activities of the organizations, that booster in classrooms should be insisted upon, and a classroom organization set up to help with that work. Meetings were held daily and the meetings are held in the evening hours and other recreation period, every evening on a regular period, was scheduled.

Josephine Browning reviewing "Survey of Men" on Monday night, and Elizabeth Foster stated to review "Plan of a Wayward Son." There were two meetings of the individual organizations, the results of which were given by the secretaries in a report on Tuesday morning, Miss Foster, secretary of the YWCA; Marion Bennett, acting for Josephine Browning; and College Government; and Ruby Donald, acting in the absence of Louise Murphy for the (Continued on back page).

"What's In a Name? Wonder All Freshmen

By Doris Lapham

"Come on, 'Frosh,' we'll be late for breakfast." Great Moriah '01, "If you think we will get our Composition project everybody else have gotten their back. "Hello, Walter." "Greetings, Ellie." At the young collegian assembly shown the hall, without a bit of a voice, the answer to each of all these names. "Shakes alive," her grandmother would say, "How did Steve get all those strange names? She refuses to believe that all these various types of the English language ever so her be described."

But it is not so strange that there is no reason to this little tale. If they there were one, I would use the little tale to warn all freshmen to take it in the chin, and adopt the philosophy—"I don't know what they call me, just tell them to call me "Frosh.""

Placement Tests Held As Part of Orientation

Beginning with an informal gathering Thursday night, September 21, the freshman orientation week, sponsored by the Junior class of the College Government Association concluded Tuesday night at Midil Woods with a picnic and start night. After programs of games and singing and one notable visit in Benni Anderson to meet their faculty advisors for the first conference of the year.

Friday was taken up with a special Freshman assembly, at which Mr. C. B. McCullers was the guest speaker, and orientation study groups. These groups toured the campus later so as to familiarize the new students with all the highlights of these purposes. The French placement test was given Friday night before the formal dancing began.

The highlight of Saturday's entertainment was the free movie in Russell Auditorium that night. The English and Literary Appreciation tests and another study group were held during the day.

Sunday afternoon the new students were taken on a tour of Millikinville and the surrounding points of interest. Following the ride, the freshmen were asked to visit the Mansion, home of (Continued on back page).

Book Store Sells Office Supplies, Too

As a distinct contribution to the convenience of OSWC, the Book Store sells office supplies, tools, and books, opened as a part of the business office Wednesday day. Started for the purpose of saving books on sale as soon as they are needed, the book store will save the hours as the business office.

Mr. Hubert Dewberry, assistant treasurer, in an interview Wednesday day said that school supplies of better quality were to be added to the stock in the near future for the reception of the book store. "We are very happy, but we hope in the future to make the book store the customary place to purchase all books and supplies," he added.

According to Mr. Dewberry, the book store also has for sale man- er, or by the dozen, letter books, flint paper, paper, sheets, cards, custom paper, paper covers, book covers, and old periodicals, postcards, etc.
Colonnade Policy Includes Working With Organizations

Not because it is customary, or because it is the expected form, but because it is the best guarantee that a student body will become interested and participate in a school activity and be proud of their school. We feel it is essential for a true school spirit and cooperation. The editor of the Colonnade feels that cooperation is needed in every school activity.

A policy which is as far as paper, policy and organization, and the school, can be formed, but the policy should always be strengthened by the cooperation of the student body and the faculty.

At last — Books and Supplies

Are Obtainable on Campus

In order to be able to have a school that is fair and equal to the other schools in the city, it is necessary for the students to have the books and supplies which are necessary. The books and supplies should be available on the campus and not at a higher cost than in other places.

Colonnade Staff Elects Ellis, Stevenson, Rooney

Laura Berman was elected news editor, Margaret Ellis, sports editor and Ruth McConnell, features editor. At the conclusion of last year's elections, the Colonnade announced that the Colonnade's new staff was now in session, and that they were ready to begin their work.

Macon Pastor Leads Chapel

Ingrum McElveen, the new Macon Pastor, leads the chapel service. He is the first Macon Pastor to lead the service in the Colonnade Chapel.
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Parade of Opinion — War

As an attempt was made by superintendents, the local Free Press, Colonad, and City, and to work against war, the students of the school should be encouraged to participate in the work of peace. It is the opinion of the students that the school should be a place of peace and not a place of war.
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If you have a Skill or Want One

There's a Club to Interest You

Sports Racket

The skill clubs for the campus are free to those students who have the ability to play tennis, golf, bowling, pool, and other sports. The clubs are open to everyone, and a member of the Public Relations Committee will be on hand to answer questions or explain the general nature of the sports club

Sports Managers Named by Rec.

Association

Each sport is managed by a manager who is responsible for the activities of the club, and who has charge of the club's finances and all other aspects of the sport. These managers are elected by the students who are members of the club, and take some time to make sure that the club is run efficiently and effectively.

These people make news

"The student body of Freshman is ever so wise and smart, and the Freshmen are the trend-setters on campus," said a Freshman at the Freshman Annual Banquet. "The Freshmen are the ones who set the trends, and we have the Freshmen to thank for that."

The Freshmen are often criticized by the students, but they are the ones who really have a say in what goes on around here. They are the ones who make the decisions, and they are the ones who are responsible for the direction the campus is going in. The Freshmen are the ones who are really in charge, and we have to listen to them if we want to survive on campus.

These people make news

Fresh Turn Out

And Play at Hard Tennis

What do you do when you're bored and don't know what to do? You go to the tennis courts, of course. That's what Freshman Mark Smith did on Monday. He went to the tennis courts, and he was surprised to find that there were a lot of people there. He played tennis for a while, and he enjoyed it. He said that he would go back there sometime.

Make Nestle Your Playground

Now that all these classes have started, we don't have much time to play outside. But there are still plenty of places to play. If you want to play tennis, you can always go to the tennis courts. If you want to play basketball, you can always go to the basketball courts. If you want to play football, you can always go to the football field. There are plenty of places to play, and you don't have to worry about being too far away from your home.
Last Enrollment Figures Show Slight Decrease

Fourteen hundred students have enrolled for the present term at G. S. C. W., according to an official report from the registrar's office Wednesday. Approximately fifteen students registered after an early count of 1300.

Numbers up to 1600 have been quoted as the enrollment, but all these rumors proved to be false. As a double check on the number enrolled, the applications for admission to the college were counted. The number of students attending G. S. C. this term is not a decided increase over last year's student body.

NEW FACULTY

(Continued from page one)

Instructor in Home Economics, to succeed Miss Jeanette Lott, resigned. Mrs. Crowder is a graduate of G. S. C. W. and has studied at Ohio Wesleyan.

Miss Regina Ayres of Lee Summit, Missouri, will be an addition to the faculty in Secretarial Training. She is a M. A. graduate of Missouri University.

Miss Lorene Beall of Athens, Ohio, will be instructor in Secretarial Training in the Peabody School in success of Miss Willie Ruby.

Buckhorn, who resigned. Miss Mildred Bennett of Athens, Georgia, a graduate of the University of Georgia, will fill the Home Economics staff of the Peabody School, to fill the place made vacant by the resignation of Miss Irene Scobey.

Miss Lena Jones of Euborn, Georgia, B. E. graduate of the Georgia State College for Women, will be assistant to the Home Economics staff of the Peabody School, to fill the place made vacant by the resignation of Miss Alice Blair in the work of preparing teachers.

Mr. Leo Lackner of Arlington, Nebraska, will be an instructor in Speech and Drama. He holds the A. B. degree from Yankton College and has done special work at Northwestern University in speech and drama.

Doctor Mary M. McMillan, director of the central college in Augusta, Georgia, will succeed Doctor Margaret Rodman, resigned, as college physician.

Miss Helen Bartlett of Denver, Texas, will succeed Miss Mary Redden as instructor in Physical Education. She has studied at Teachers College, Columbia University.

FRESHMAN WEEK

(Continued from page one)

Tuesday afternoon, the purpose was to give freshmen an idea of the topics presented in the Baldwin County G. S. C. W. Club.

Terms of Mathematics, Science, and the Constitution of C. O. A.

were held on Monday. Games of all kinds, sponsored by the Recreation Association, filled the afternoon. A formal banquet, honoring the Freshmen, was given Monday night in Argus dining hall.

RETREAT

(Continued from page one)

Recreation Association. There was very little formal meeting thereafter, but much singing, boating, and square dancing—the latter probably inspired by the mountain setting.

SHUPRINE'S

"MODES OF THE MOMENT"

A COMBINATION

of the best—

for the best

For those who want the best in cigarette pleasure

You'll find in Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best home-grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos a more refreshing mildness, better taste and a more pleasing aroma than you'll find anywhere else.

It's a combination entirely different from any other cigarette... a good reason why smokers every day are getting more pleasure from Chesterfields. You'll like them.

Make your next pack...